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On Leaving Livingston

I should discover once again

The Power of communications
And of that fire

I should say lightening

I should say thunder
I should say stem
I should say blossom

I should be wet from the tears

From the rains of the years

I should be strong with the blood
Of the future,

Of the process before.

Whoever would not comprehend me
Would not comprehend the screams
Of the peacock . . .

an excerpt from a longer poem
which is a pastiche of Aime
Cesaire’s, Return to My Native Land

by Laura Nuchow, Spring 1973

Livingston College — the flood of the years, not long in

existence, yet covered with tears.

A place of enlightenment where no one can learn.

That from the walls of prejudice no one can turn.

Black is a shade, some say white is an absence,

As if both were diseases, they meet with great destinence.

Look at those who say, “brother” and mean the color of skin.

And there are those who say nigger — because neither can win.

So continue all you people in your ignorant ways.

And in the end tell your kids those were the days.

Elia Vecchione 5/1/73
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LIVINGSTON COLLEGE
AN INTRODUCTION — 1969-1973

On September 11, 1969, Dean Earnest Lynton addressed 300 students and faculty members on the newest branch of

Rutgers University, Livingston College. One of the few times in the history of higher education in the United States had a

dean of a predominately white higher educational institution addressed such a racially mixed student body, and faculty.

Twenty-five per cent of Livingston’s student population was Black or Puerto Rican, the highest in the nation for a

predominately white higher educational institution. The faculty was composed of scholars from throughout the United
States and the world. There too, minority people composed at least twenty per cent of the total.

On May 31, 1973, the students who entered Livingston that day in September, 1969 will graduate. They will be among
the first official graduating class from Livingston College.

Then University President, Dr. Mason Gross called the opening of Livingston "A historic event,” because it was
something new.

Livingston is still “something new”, and has a great deal to accomplish. From the 700 students who made up the

original Livingston College class of 1969, has sprung a student body of 2800.

The college has grown from the mud coated, and pebble ridden, always growing embryo of 1969, to a modern and
attractive addition to the Piscataway Township landscape.

Student life centers around a large games room in Tillet Hall, numerous dormitory lounges, and a huge newly
completed gymnasium in the rear of quads II and III.

After only four years, the student population of Livingston College has sent men and women into many leadership

roles in neighboring communities, and to many graduate schools.

The student body at Livingston College also has it’s own intercollegiate athletic program, which competes with teams
on a small college level. Livingston teams compete in the Metropolitan Club Football Conference, in which they are the

1972 champions, and compete in the National Club Sports Association, which has recently ranked the football clubasthe
13th best in America.

Livingston has grown quite a bit since that day in September 1969. The student population has grown, the physical

structure has been vastly improved, the student body is a great deal more stable, and education is the main topic of

discussion.

Of all the classes which came before, and that will follow the class of 1973, non deserves more credit and acclaim than
they.

Following four years of trekking to classes through mud, incompleted buildings and a host of other physical and social

obstacles, the class of 1973 has found the endurance to set the pace for the many classes to come.

Noah Hart, Jr. ’73

Mud and Ivory towers, Woodstock and apathy, drugs and Jesus freaks — these are just a few terms you might hear if

you mention “Livingston College.” To the outside community, both geographically and academically, Livingston is

enigmatic. Few of the members of the class of 1973 can explain how the total concept of the college changed from when we
first matriculated. But, as the tired political saying goes, “we must leave the final analysis to history.” Instead of trying to

predict the future of the “M.l.T. of the social sciences,” I shall remember occurences of the past.

Many aspects of Livingston are now “cliches” to those who have been inundated with cantsince 1969: “Livingston will

have no ivory towers; it cannot — our cities are decaying . .

.” or “I called this guy “Larry” forthree weeks before I found out
he was a dean!” Do these phrases cause you to smile ironically? Perhaps some graduates will remember more of the public

relations messages of the Livingston administration, courtesy of the Admissions Office, than our own experiences at the

school. Although this is not a quiz (weren’t they illegal at L.C.?), there were some“happenings”thatnoonewill forget, and
there are other events which people will claim never happened, even at Livingston. I just wonder if anyone else can
remember . . .

—observing a “multi-racial” community with segregated factions in all the “categories.” Remember the bicameral

government? How about the 1/3, 1/3, 1/3 representative strategy which wasn’t large enough for the diverse “other”

segments of the community? . . . —seeing academics screech to a haltasthe Strike protesting the invasion of U.S. troops
into Cambodia captured attention. . . — being given the opportunity of studying abroad for a year, or of using afield study to

work with urban dwellers . . . —attending dances whose proceeds went to a bail bond forfellow students. . . —searching in

a poorly lit basement library for books, which there were insufficient amounts of, but good-humored staff . . . —meeting a

“celebrity” professor who had been on TV, in jail, or both . . . —tromping down to OCLH for entertainment after attending a

Norman Hall specialty night at the old dining hall .. . —waiting for half an hour while the film projector received repairs ... —
finding a classroom on that first day of classes only to discover that another group was also assigned there . . . —visiting

professors in what later turned out to be your dorm room . . . —calling your quads “Woodstock,” “Suburbia” and “the
Ghetto.” ... —having your L.P.O. in the quad II Communications Center? . . . —watching the solar eclipse with the musical
theme from “2001 ’’ blaring in the quad? . .-reading about your school, classmates, and administrators in Time? .

.

.—talking
for hours about incredible imaginary decisions concerning who has the right of way on a path when 8 people are walking
one way and one person is walking towards them . . . —trying to give accurate directions so someone could find the campus
without ending up in the Camp Kilmer stockade area . . . —wondering if the quad would stay green after th6 “Earth Day”
planting . . . —counting to 10 in French, Spanish Russian, Swahili, other, because the Language Lab
still wasn't ready . . . —arriving 3 hours early so you could see Eugene McCarthy appearat “Williethe Silent.” . . . —standing
in line for 2 hours to see the moon rocks at Voorhess . . . — learning that Henry Rutgers bequeathed little money for the
institution to be named after him . . . —discovering that “media” included Fango, Mudslide, General Motors, the Livingston
College Bulletin, and Medium besides the “communications center.”

Certainly not all of the original “pioneers” are still attending Livingston, but those of us who smiled, slaved, sweated,
smirked, studied, slouched and slept through 1969-1973 will remember some of the “growing pains” at Livingston. Some
were innovators at the school while others watched. What remains to be determined is how we affected Livingston College,
and what it has done to, and for our future.

Bonnie Konowitch ’73



To the Livingston College Class of 1973:

It gives me great pleasure to extend my
congratulations and best wishes to the Class of 1973, the
charter class of Livingston College.

When you entered Livingston as freshmen four
years ago, you were responding to an opportunity to help
shape a new institution, to create traditions and set patterns
for the students who would follow. Today as you look back on
the challejige, the uncertainty, the conflicts, and even some

of the fields of mud of those early years, you can be proud of

your contributions to the distinctive character of Livingston
College.

If, in four years Livingston has not attained
all its goals, it is because those goals go far beyond the

College itself. In a very important sense, your careers and

your service to the community will constitute a further ful-
fillment of Livingston's goals.

Class of 1973, I salute you for all you have
given Livingston in its founding years and for all you promise
to give the society in the years ahead.

Sincerely,

Edward J. Bloustein
President



To the Livingston Class of 1973:

You are the first full graduating class of Livingston College,
and it is for all of us a proud and happy occasion. Many of you have

been here with the College from its very beginning, back In September
1969 - which seems a very long time ago.

You and the College have come a long way since those early
days, with mud everywhere and makeshift facilities, but also with a

special kind of pioneering excitement which no one else at Livingston
wi 1 1 ever know.

You have contributed a great deal to the shaping of

Livingston, and we all owe you a debt of gratitude. I hope that

in turn Livingston has given much to you, and that it has enhanced
your ability to cope with you future and with the problems of our
society in an effective and constructive fashion.

Our hopes and our good wishes acx;^0fTf^ny you in this task.

.ord i a 1 1 y yours
,

Ernest A^Lynto
Dean



To the Class of '73:

What seemed like a time that would never come, is here. Many messages of
congratua 1 t i ons will come your way. However, my message will not be in that
vein. The expression that I will convey to you, is one of hope. That hope being
6 concern for your converting your consciousness into patterns of effective
socio-insti tut ional action.

I express to you also the need to be cautious about your consciousness,
for many people that you meet will lack an understanding of it. Therefore, the

motives and inspirations of your efforts to impact change may be severely re-

buffed. Then the test of your readiness will be public.

My fullest congratulations will come when the impact of these events occur

and your skills and energies reconstruct the oppressive dimensions of our insti-

tutional systems.

The Best to you.



Open Letter from the Puerto Rican Faculty and Staff

Most families work and plan under the standard assumption that,

to improve the "employability" of their children, a college degree is nec-

essary. This is so. But how is it so? Do four years at Livingston College
insure a "better" job and an improved image of self?

It is part of the social dream in the United States today to

aspire toward success by first distinguishing yourself inside rather rigor-

ously structured, mass produced programs of studies. The whole nation is

in schools. By now, we have built in the United States an almost totally
absorbing educational system - from kindergarten to adult education. We
have managed to send our children to schools at an earlier age and to keep
our young people involved in undergraduate and graduate education until they

reach anywhere from twenty-five to thirty years of age. We hope to set limits
on this long apprenticeship, or at least to have students apply their theore-
tical learning to actual community issues along the way.

The Puerto Rican students graduating from Livingston College
after four years of study are certified with skills that they can bring dir-

ectly to their communities. It is important that, in some cases, the gradu-
ating student is the first member of that family to have been certified by

an institution of higher learning. Does this insure him a better job? In

fact, it does 1 Does it secure for him an equal opportunity when in competi-
tion for jobs on the open market? In fact, it does notl The criteria for

employment are often still based not on ability, but rather on racial and

social bias. But we are working to change these habitual practices at what-
ever cost.

The Puerto Rican faculty and staff at Livingston College has seen
its responsibilities in two ways; we have first of all insisted that students
who major in our field of study also focus primary time into other areas of

study. We have advised a "dual" major. The Department of Puerto Rican
Studies has presented rich and varied choices in our courses but we have also
felt the absolute necessity to encourage our students to qualify themselves
in areas of study where their certification imparts to them skills that are

badly needed in our communities throughout this nation. It is, therefore,
very rewarding to us that our students have been accepted to law schools,
graduate schools, etc., so that in fact four years at Livingston College has

prepared our students to help themselves and their communities.

We have provided a cultural and historical program of study that

we hope will continue to support the intellectual and emotional lives of our
students after graduation. We hope to keep improving our program of classes
as we work to define them in accordance with the needs of our students as

they arrive at the College. We will keep adjusting to the specific needs of
each entering freshman class.

The Puerto Rican faculty and staff above all wants to encourage
the close, direct, personal work we have done with this our first graduating
Puerto Rican seniors.

We have all worked hard at treating each other as equals in this

community, and now you join the small ranks of Puerto Rican college graduates.
You are much needed - hopefully not because of your degree status, but be-

cause you possess consciousness and commitment, skills and experience which,
when directed at the problems and needs of our community, will serve to maxi-
mize the development of that community. You now, even more than before, must

develop relationships with others as we have done with each other in order
to continue the swelling of those ranks who possess and pass on this conscious-
ness, experience and skill.



KILMER THEN •

A little history: The Kilmer Area was originally a departation base for American soldiers during World War II.

Dec. 1968: The Tillett Hall, Kilmer Area Library area in 1968,

Tillett Hall is now located to the right of the large building in the center of the picture, and the library is located in the pictures

upper left hand corner.

The foundation: Quads 1,11, and III are to your left, and the construction to the left of the black top building is the beginning o

t
% V

Tillett Hall.

As Tillett Hall neared completion, the crane in the foreground was put to use on the many barracks which are scattered in the
rear.



KILMER NOW

A view of the newly completed plaza (middle right hand portion of picture) with Tillett Hall at the right, and the South Tower, and
the just completed New Academic Building at your far left.

The New Academic Building as viewed from the Livingston College dining hall. Construction on the N.A.B. began on Dec. 1

1969, it was just opened this past fall. In the foreground is the newly completed plaza.

The New Academic Building houses the majority of Livingston Deans, administrators, and departments. The elongated portion
in the background houses the economics department.
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The spirit of Africa is upon me,

She has annointed Me to bring good tidings.

William Bellinger 5/1/73

YOURS IN BLACKNESS
The Livingston College Weusi Kuumba Dancer’s and Drummer's, an all Black T roupe, was organized in July, 1969, by William

Bellinger, of Rahway, a member of the class of 1973.

Soon afterwards, the troupe took as It’s purpose, "promoting a language, a mode of expression, which addressed itself to the

mind, through the heart, using related, relevant and significant movements which are related in our everyday activities for

expression of special a real life experiences in our special and rhythmic sequence”

“We as a group, are striving for a dwelling and clearer insight of our way of life, labor, culture, aspirations, history, social,

economic, and religious beliefs, and disbeliefs, movements and festivity, and sadness.

"In short, we are attempting to portray a heritage, a culture, conceived, and felt by our troupe.’’

The Weusi Kuumba African Dancer’s and Drummer’s have traveled much. Among performance locations are: Somerset County
College, Hilton Hotel, N.Y., Malcolm X University and Boston University.

Monies earned, or donated to the group is used to assist needy Black students wishing to major in community development, and
to assist the scientific research for a Sickle Cell disease cure.

Bill Bellinger ’73



VI VA

For Pat

With braids or that grown-up fashion

hair style she wears,

There is a passion for love and innocence,
When she smiles there is a sign of peace and contentment.
Her face shows dried tears and exhaustion,

but faith.

The life she lives consists of challenges
and achievements
Because of her existence the world has
witnessed the birth of a New Nation.

By: Deborah Russell

4/25/73

a student at Livingston College.



KILMER ATHLETICS

Four years ago, there were very few athletic activities on the Livingston College campus^for Kilmer Area students. In

most instances, Livingston students had to use the Rutgers College gymnasium annex for their intramural activities.

Today, 1973, the Kilmer area student body has three intercollegiate teams which participate in Metropolitan area
sports activities.

In the fall, there is the Livingston College Panther football club. Only two years old, the Panthers are the owners of the

Metropolitan Club Football Conference Championship for 1972, owners of a 6-3 record, and the number 13 club football

team in America.
Also included in their honors are five National Club Sports Association All-Americans, and five members of the

Metropolitan Club Conference, All-League team.

In the winter, the Kilmer Area campus can rally around its basketball team. The Kilmer Area Cagers in their third year
are the oldest sports team on the Kilmer Campus.

This past season they won eight games of a twelve game schedule.

The spring brings with it, both track, and baseball. This year for the first time, the Livingston Campus student body has
its own basketball and track teams.

In its first year the Kilmer Area track team has made respectable debutes in Nashville, Ten n., at the Martin Luther King
games, the Penn Relays, and the famed Princeton University, Jadwin Gymnasium.

For the student who does not wish to participate in a team sport, or for some reason during his life has been turned
away from organized athletics, the Kilmer Area physical education department offers a wide variety of intramural sports

and activities.

In the fall and winter months there is an intramural basketball league, which represents the schools dormitories, the

faculty and staff, and independent teams of students.

There is volleyball, tennis, and golf, there is touch football, and there is boxing. For the light at heart and on their feet,

there are special dance classes.

Under construction is a multi-purpose competition field for intercollegiate, and student sponsored activities in the rear

of the Kilmer Area post office.

Included in the finished field will bea regulation track, a regulation football field, and practicefield,asoccerfield,and

a baseball diamond.
In only four years, the Kilmer Area has accomplished quite a bit in the way of servicing its student population with

adequate athletic facilities.

Basketball: Henry Goodfriend, Head Coach ... On Livingston basketball . . . 1972-73.

Looking back over the 1972-73 basketball season, my first as coach, the teams second in existence, I am for a large

part, satisfied with our squads position. Our record was a successful, 8 wins, 6 losses, and certain other important

objectives were accomplished.
We have established ourselves as an organized entity which is always a challenge. The players feel they have an

investment in something that is theirs, and are in the process of organizaing a schedule for next season.

The team and I are looking to next season with a great deal of optimism. Oneof our primary goals next season will bea
larger turnout of prospective team members. Our on and off campus exposure last season has helped that goal a great deal.

There were three seniors on last seasons team, all were starters, and all will be missed.

Bruce Banks was our middle man (center). He lead the team in rebounds, and was strong on both the offense and
defense. Larry Livingston was one of our starting guards. A good middle distance shooter, Larry provided the leadership

and influence. Nate Sumbry was among our leading scorers. Nate shoots well from the outside, and is a consistent inside

scorer. His height and strength also enabled him to aid Bruce Banks a great deal under “the boards” (backboards).

Our three seniors will be missed, but next year holds many surprises.

Baseball: Wilfredo Lopez, Head Coach . . . On Livingston baseball . . . 1973.

I am happy with the progress our team has made this season. We began the season with hardly any budget at all, no
uniforms and no schedule. With a great deal of effort by the team members, and athletic director Phil Shinnick, we
composed a schedule of 12 games, and were able to purchase uniforms.

We had only one senior on this years team, and won’t be hurt very much by graduation, but he will be missed. Our team
is young. Most of our ballplayers have high school experience, and are very high on next season.

Their exposure to college competition this year will aid them a great deal next year, and I’m sure our record will be
grossly improved.



A CHAMPIONSHIP YEAR
LIVINGSTON COLLEGE FOOTBALL

Panther coaching staff from left to right: Defensive coordinator
Dwight Williams, Offensive coordinator Walter Davis, Jim Smith,
Andy Byers, and James Baxter.

Five Panthers were named to the National Club Sports Association
All-American team. They are:

Ben Handy — 2nd team wide-receiver
Francisco Garay — 1st team defensive tackle
Earnie Simpson — 2nd team defensive-end
Ronald Gibson — honorable mention defensive-back
Chico Marvin — Honorable mention linebacker.

Panther Captains, from left to right are: Ron Gibson, Demmorris
Bethea, and Jamie Winters.

Five Panthers were also selected All-Conference by the Metropolitan
Club Football Conference. They were:

Francisco Garay — defensive tackle
Pierce Hanson — offensive tackle
Ronald Gibson — defensive back
Cordell Napier — quarterback
Earnie Simpson — defensive end.

Livingston All-American split-end Ben Handy, works against St
John’s.

Panther defensive tackle D. Cope in transit following his interception
of a King’s College pass. Cope, and the Livingston College football
team had the best year in Panther football history, winning 6 of 9
games.



NATIONALLY ACCLAIMED PANTHERS
The leading percentage passer in club football Cordell Napier (All-Metropolitan), Pierce Hanson (All-Conference) Ron
Gibson (All-Conference and All-American safety). Angelo Figeroa “Fig” finished the 1972 season as one of club footballs

top ten rushers. Not shown are Ben Handy, 2nd Team All-American and Earnie Simpson, 2nd Team All-American.

Cordell Napier Pierce Hanson

Ron Gibson Angelo Figeroa

John McDonald Bob Wilusz

Frank Louie Earol Vural



STUDENT LIFE

Among the growing number of activities available for student use is the game room on the ground floor of Tillett Hall. Located in

the game room are six regulation size pool tables, and a variety of game machines.

Although the majority of Livingston student body is composed of

resident students, many students commute. Below students sit and
chat in the commuter lounge. The commuters in many ways function

as a separate organization, offering their own concerts, and dining

services.

For commuters, and students who do not have a meal plan, the snack

bar in Tillett Hall is a convenient means of mid-day snacks and meals.

In keeping with a diverse atmosphere, the college on Kilmer also is

the home of the Livingston College “Liberated Gospel Chorus." The
chorus performs consistently at community churches and
organizations.

Another centralized location for student socializing is in Quads.
Each dormitory, or house as they are often called is furnished with a

large lounge. These facilities are used for parties, dances, and
dormitory meetings. Once warm weather sets in, students bring their

work and social activities to the lawns of the quads.



FACES & PLACES
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Lynton on line: On occasion, the Livingston College student body
shared the pleasure of Earnest Lynton at lunch. Mr. Lynton has
recently filed his resignation, and will probably step-down in the fall.

Quad II: Along with the new buildings which are springing up all over
the Livingston College Campus is a great deal of new soil, and
appealing grass, which promotes an interesting atmosphere.

Landing Lane Bridge: A familiar sight to most Kilmer Area students.

This familiar sight often presented many headaches during rush

hour traffic.

Meggsey at Livingston In 1971

Toilet Bowl: California has the Rose Bowl, Florida has the Crange
Bowl and Livingston has the Toilet Bowl. The photo was taken during

the 1972 game which was held on the lawn between Tillett Hall and
the Kilmer Area Library.

African Dancers: What many people viewed as only a group of Black

students having a good time was defined a great deal better by Weusi
Kuumba African Dancer’s originator, William Bellinger.

"We are an all Black troupe promoting a language, a mode of

expression, which addressed itself to the mind, through the heart,

using related, relevant and significant movements which are related

in our everyday activities for expression of special real life ex-

periences in our special and rhythmic sequence.
Bill Bellinger, 1973



SIGHTS TO REMEMBER

Kilmer Area Library: A large spacious, comfortable atmosphere for
studying, or just lounging. All that it needs is a few books on its
shelves.

WHY?

Parking Lot

Ya Basta

First Football Cheerleaders: 1972 brought many things to the college
of Kilmer. Among them were the attractive Livingston College
Pantherettes, and Arelio.

Tennis Courts: Among the growing number of student activities on
the Kilmer Campus is the Livingston College tennis courts. The
newly completed gymnasium looms in the background.



Livingston Grown-up: A class during a question and answer period, while a cameraman photographs portions of discussion.

Through the window is Beck Hall, which houses many of the Livingston College Chemistry classrooms.



The Panther offense huddles, awaiting a play from All-Conference

quarterback, Cordell Napier.

PANTHERS
Metropolitan Conference Champions

Edited, compiled and composed by Noah Hart, Jr.
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